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HUSH
The Musical
HUSH is an original musical created by duo
Luke Saydon and Denise Mulholland. The
show premiered as part of the 2018
European City of Culture to high acclaim.
Told in meticulous verse and eccentric
tunes, HUSH is the story of a little boy
suppressed in a world of silence. In the
aftermath of a tragedy, Gus Nightingale
loses his voice and while the loud crowds
are busy trying to find out why this is so, this
silent boy is entrusted with the task of
saving the world of sound as we know it.
HUSH is a family-targeted piece set in a
magical world of an enchanted music shop,
a powerful conductor’s baton, music scores
that come to life, and a villainous Maestro.
All this sets the tone for a heartwarming
musical story which in essence deals with
the grief of a departed loved one, the beauty
of music and the power of a voice that’s
true.
“In Hush we have a production that is firing
on all cylinders, a big red polished Ferrari of
a production.” – THE TIMES OF MALTA
“…a completely homegrown production
that captured the imagination of children,
parents and of adults with no children in
tow.” – THE TIMES OF MALTA
” "From Mulholland’s seamless staging to
Saydon’s rich musical compositions. A solid
hour and a half of wit, humour and
goosebumps."– LATE INTERACTIVE
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Show Information
The show has been in the works since
2015 and had its first official run in March
2018. Throughout the creation process the
piece was work-shopped in a school of
performing arts as well as previewed for
two performances in 2016 and 2017.
The original production of Hush was
performed for a short engagement from
17th March 2018 at the Manoel Theatre,
the National Theatre of Malta. It was
funded by the European City of Culture
Valletta 2018. The show was directed by
Denise Mulholland, musically directed by
Luke Saydon, designed by Romualdo
Moretti and produced by the Manoel
Theatre.
HUSH is an hour and 10 minute one-act
musical. It is written completely in English,
with the script mostly written in iambic
pentameter. All dialogue is written in third
person which gives considerable flexibility
with how the show is to be cast and
staged. There are 8 main musical
numbers. The rest of the show -with the
exception of a 10 minute silence (plot	
  

driven) section- the show is mostly
underscored throughout. There are three
essential characters (Gus Nightingale, The
Maestro and Clementine Pickles) and all
other roles/lines are distributed between a
chorus of a size that may vary for specific
productions.
The musical’s target audience is family. It
is not a children’s show and it is not
encouraged to be performed by children.
The piece deals with sensitive issues of
grief,
bereavement,
psychological
conditions and family communication.
They are all elements which should be
handled with care and sensitivity which is
why a children’s production of Hush is not
encouraged. Having said that, the piece is
child friendly and encourages themes such
as finding and using your voice,
acceptance and dealing with grief as well
as self- strength.
Photo Credit:
Photo by Justin Mamo
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Full Synopsis
A musical ensemble introduces the story of a little boy who saved the world (“Prologue”).
Gus Nightingale is a young violinist with music in his veins and a voice of pure beauty. His
family, the Nightingales, performed music around the world to great success. Father a
pianist, Mother a beautiful singer, and Gus a violinist. A family of music.
Until Gus’s mother died. Trapped in grief, his father bans music from the house. He locks
away the musical instruments, takes away Gus’s violin and breaks all the gramophone
records. Gus plays his violin in his dreams, but nowhere else.
The ensemble tells how, a few days after his mother’s death, “the Very Dreadful Thing”
happened to Gus. As a result, for three years, he hasn’t said a word. (“What is wrong with
Gus?”). We see a day in Gus’s silent life. He wakes up, has breakfast, cycles to school, and
is silent when his teacher calls his name.
When Gus cycles to school, he passes a music shop that displays a beautiful violin in the
window. However, the shop is always locked.
Back from school, Gus sleeps and has a nightmare of the day “The Very Dreadful Thing”
happened. He auditioned for the school choir, led by the villainous Maestro. Gus bares his
grieving heart to the Maestro, and sings the beautiful song his mother used to sing. The
Maestro stops him and ridicules Gus, and commands him to hush. The boy speaks no
more.
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Gus wakes from his nightmare, and clutches a picture of his mother for comfort. He recalls
her beautiful voice and surrounds himself with the warmth of her song (“The Mother’s
Song”).
On his way to school the next day, to his surprise, Gus discovers the music shop open. He
enters and meets the eccentric owner Clementine Pickles. She tells Gus she can hear
his inner voice, and that her shop only opens to a person it trusts. Gus swells with pride. The
shop is full of zany and bizarre objects, including a conductor’s baton, locked in a case high
on a wall. Clemmie tells Gus it has very powerful magic and her orders were to keep it safe.
Gus plays the broken violin from the shop window, and Clemmie sings how this silent boy
has found his tune again (“A Little Boy”). Gus leaves. As Clemmie closes the shop, a
mysterious figure breaks in, locks her in a cello case and steals the magic baton. As
Clemmie screams, a bright light shines all over the shop. We hear the words No more, no
more, Just Hush, and Clementine’s voice
disappears.
The hooded thief is the evil Maestro, who unveils
his wicked plan (“The Stealing of the Sounds”). He
uses the baton to silence the sounds of the world.
A baby’s cry, the telephone’s ring, the chiming
clock, and the whistling kettle are all hushed. The
last sounds he steals are those of the show’s
orchestra.
But he forgets to steal the voice of the silent Gus
Nightingale.
Photo Credit Above and Right:
Photos by Justin Mamo
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The world wakes to a
catastrophe, the ensemble have
lost their voice and the story
continues in mime (“The Day That
Was Hushed”). Gus rushes to the
music shop. He frees Clemmie
from the cello case and she tells
him what happened through
(“The Elaborate Mime”). Gus
realises that the hooded thief was
in fact the Maestro. He resolves
to confront him and save the
world. Clementine gives Gus the
courage, and he leaves.
In a speech of hate and jealousy, the Maestro confesses his resentment for a world that
never appreciated his musical achievements, and instead praised the Nightingales. He
forces Gus to listen to his latest masterpiece, the one and only performance of (“The Last
Song of the World”). It’s a Requiem for Sound with references to classical pieces. The
Maestro is about to destroy all the sounds trapped in the magic baton, and asks “any last
words?”.
In this dark moment, we finally hear Gus’s beautiful voice. With the strength of his mother’s
memory, he sings her song. The Maestro realises he failed to steal the boy’s voice, Gus was
only silenced by fear. The boy sings (“The Sweetest Tunes”), and speaks. He asks why
there’s a need to be scared and silent when the sweetest tunes are yet unplayed. He
challenges the Maestro’s hate with love and a voice that’s pure. He grabs the baton and
orders the Maestro to hush his wickedness. The Maestro is destroyed and turned into
millions of notes onto a manuscript.
Gus takes the manuscript to Clementine, who locks it in a piano stool. Gus sees a
gramophone record of his mother. Clementine gives it to him and tells Gus he must now
save his father from silence. When Gus leaves the shop, he turns to find the shop is locked
once more. He discovers Clemmie has left him a note and the broken violin, now mended.
Back home, Gus puts on all the lights in the dark house, plays his mother’s record and
accompanies it with his violin (“Finale”). His father interrupts this beautiful duet. Gus stops
the record, but his father is moved by the sound of his beloved wife. He restarts the record
and unlocks the piano. He accompanies his wife’s recording on the piano, and invites Gus
to play his violin. The Nightingales are united in music once more. Father and son embrace,
and their conversation begins again.
Photo Credit Above:
Photo by Mark ZC
Photo Credit Below:
Photo by Justin Mamo
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Show Essentials
• Performers: 3 Roles [Gus Nightingale,
Mother/Clementine, Father/Maestro]
+ Ensemble
• Musicians: Piano and Violin

Casting
• Cast Size: Flexible
• Cast Type: 1 child and an adult cast
The original cast included two 11 year old boys who
shared the role of Gus Nightingale together with a
company of 16 youth/adult actors.
Current (in the works) revivals of the show will be taking
the dynamic of both staging and casting of the show in a
different direction from its definite original production. To
enhance portability of the show, the piece is currently
being adapted to be performed by a cast of 8 most of
which double up as actor-musicians.

Music
HUSH is currently orchestrated for 5 instruments: Piano,
Violin, Double Bass, Accordian and Percussion. Flexibility in
the orchestration is possible for all instruments except for
the piano and the violin. Given that both instruments are
crucial to the plot, the presence of these two sounds is
essential for the piece.
All music is played live with the exception of certain sound
effects. All SFX can be replaced with live foley should the
direction and resources of the piece allow it.
Moreover,certain sections require a full symphonic
orchestra to play classical recognisable pieces. Should this
not be available for a particular production, public domain
recordings of such classical pieces are suggested.
Photo Credit Above:
Photos by Tina Rizzo
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Character Breakdown
Gus Nightingale: Young boy, playing age of 8 years. Must have a classical soprano voice
as well as the ability to act. The character must be a good emotive physical actor as he
doesn’t speak for 80% of the show. An asset though not essential would be violin playing.
Look must be mysterious and intriguing enough to portray Gus’s post-traumatic condition.
Age: 8 to 13

Vocal Range: E3 - A#5

The Maestro/ Father: A male actor who doubles as both the grief-stricken father of Gus
as well as the evil Maestro. The character must have a very good classical baritone voice
with the ability to switch between two very diverse characters in little time. The maestro must
pull off a provocative and spine-tingling voice and have a witty and malicious way of delivery.
Piano playing is an asset yet not essential. (The two roles must be played by the same
actor).
Age: 25 to 55 Vocal Range: A2 - A#4

Clementine Pickles / Mother: A female actor who doubles as both the peculiar
Clementine Pickles as well as the spirit of the mother. (Roles could be given to two different
actors). Clementine is a cheeky, short sighted, extraordinary and humorous girl with a
Victorian flare about the preciseness of her character. She must be immediately loveable,
precise diction and extremely good in physicality due to a very elaborate mime that she
performs. The Mother is mostly present in the production through her voice. We only see her
as a shadow or a figure. It is in essence - a singing role.
Age: 25 to 60

Clementine Vocal Range: C3 - F4

The Mother Vocal Range: C#4 - A5

Ensemble: A group of energetic performers who can act, move and sing. The script is in
essence an ensemble script. They narrate and carry the show. They create the atmospheric
feel of the scene as well as substitute for Gus’s thoughts for most of the show. There are no
singular roles. For the full show, the chorus speak in iambic pentameter so an ensemble
dynamic is essential. Songs are harmonized in three voices, so harmonization is also an
ensemble requirement.
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Full Song List

Requirements

0) Prologue
1) What’s Wrong with the Boy
2) The Very Dreadful Thing
3) The Mother’s Lullaby
4) Inside the Shop
5) A Little Boy
6) Stealing of the Sounds
7) The Last Song of The World
8) The Sweetest Tunes
9) Back to the Shop
10) Finale

The (Licensee)
(50%)
Saydon & Mullholland’s
(30 %)

HUSH
(100%)
Original Music and Lyrics by

Billing

Luke Saydon
(50%)
Book by

Original Music and Lyrics by Luke
Saydon
Book by Denise Mulholland

Denise Mulholland
	
  

(50%)
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Critical Reaction
Excerpts from the Times of Malta review
Sigmund
Freud’s
socks
would have rolled up and
down with sheer delight had
he been fortunate enough to
be in the audience for Hush,
a new musical by Denise
Mulholland and Luke Saydon.
There is enough substance in
Hush
to have made a
straight play. There is no
sense of the musical score
propping up the words or the
libretto poking fun at the
sheer daftness of the entire
enterprise. In Hush we have a
production that is firing on all
cylinders, a big red polished
Ferrari of a production.
Saydon’s score is a dark,
bitter mixture of Jewish
Klezmer melodies and stark,
edgy
minor-chords.
The
music by turns unsettles and
then bursts forth in a torrent
of black-keyed mischief and
arch commentary on the
stage-action.

“...a production
that is firing on
all cylinders”
There is one gloriously clever
moment when the Confutatis
from Mozart’s Requiem is
quoted by the orchestra only
for the cast to continue
singing the words to the tune
of Grieg’s Hall of the
Mountain King; the two tunes
bashing each other like great
stone giants – like the

	
  

monoliths of Western culture
they are.
The music is loud, infectious
and boy does it ever propel
the drama forward. Saydon’s
music and lyrics are a
demonic delight, so blissfully
far away from sticky, crass
sentimentality.
The cast certainly earn their
bread in this show. They are
constantly
moving,
commenting,
animating
objects, creating theatrical
illusions, singing, dancing –
and, it is clear to each
member of the audience,
enjoying every single second
of this production.
They
resemble the workings of an
old analogue watch – small
cogs interacting with larger
ones,
wheels
continually
moving so that any missed
cue would stand out like a
sore-thumb – the ignominy of
dropping a beat in this
musical, you’d have to move
to Gozo! Yet, there weren’t
any missed cues. No notes
went sharp or flat. This
machine was oiled and ready
to go, poised to perform this
tremendously difficult piece
written just for them.
This ensemble deserve a
collective medal for their
accomplishment. Mulholland
has obviously had a ball with
this lot, the sheer creativity of
the youngsters’ response to
her direction is astonishing.
The glee with which the

ensemble reveal little tricks
and delights on the stage –
the prolonged silent interlude
for example – is all about a
cast working their socks off.
The best of these characters,
as Mulholland and Saydon
have written them so far,
being Clementine Pickles, the
owner of a music-shop that is
sometimes
there
and
sometimes not. No less
committed to standards of
excellence were Gus’s father
– who also played the devilish
Maestro – and, of course, the
very young lad who played
the part of Gus without ever
resorting
to
gluey
schmaltziness.

“...a
big
red
polished Ferrari
of a production”
Oh people of Malta, only
three performances of this
show is a crime! Take to the
streets, call your MP and get
this production back. Take it
abroad and tell everyone, the
Maltese are coming – Hush!

Review by Tony Gardner
Times of Malta – Sunday,
April 15, 2018
Full review on:
https://www.timesofmalta.com/a
rticles/view/20180415/artsentertainment/Firing-on-allcylinders.676462
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Available Production
Resources
• Piano Vocal Score
• Complete Book
• Orchestration Scores
o Violin Part
o Double Bass Part
o Accordion Part
o Piano Part
o Percussion Part
• 2018 Original Cast Live Audio Recording
• 2018 Original Cast Live Video Recording
• 01:50 Minute Montage Trailer
All material found in this production pack as
well as a sample of the above resources
may be found on the musical’s official
website: www.hushthemusical.com

Photo Credit:
Photo by Mark ZC

Original Orchestration
Instrument
• Piano

Doubling
Musical Director

• Violin
• Double Bass
• Accordion
• Percussion

Pitched Percussion: Xylophone, Glockenspeil
Unpithced Percussion: Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Floortom, Hi Hat,
Crash, Ride, Cowbell, Woodblock, Windchimes, Shakers, Triangle,
Rain Stick
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Photo by Tina Rizzo

Contact
Should you be interested in contacting the creators of this product with the interest of
producing, buying the license or general enquiries about the product - you are kindly asked
to use the contact section of the official site hushthemusical.com or by e-mailing
lukesaydon@gmail.com.
The show in its entirety belongs to its creators -Luke Saydon and Denise Mulholland – under
national and international copyright law. Elements of both the synopsis, story, music or
production elements of this musical are protected by law.
Photo Credit Back:
Photos by Mark ZC
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